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Abs t rac t . Effective security of a personal firewall depends on (1) the 
rule granularity and the implementation of the rule enforcement and (2) 
the correctness and granularity of user decisions at the time of an alert. 
A misconfigured or loosely configured firewall may be more dangerous 
than no firewall at all because of the user's false sense of security. This 
study assesses effective security of 13 personal firewalls by comparing 
possible granularity of rules as well as the usability of rule set-up and 
its influence on security. 
In order to evaluate usability, we have submitted each firewall to use 
cases that require user decisions and cause rule creation. In order to 
evaluate the firewalls' security, we analysed the created rules. In ad
dition, we ran a port scan and replaced a legitimate, network-enabled 
application with another program to etssess the firewalls' behaviour in 
misuse cases. We have conducted a cognitive walkthrough paying special 
attention to user guidance and user decision support. 
We conclude that a stronger emphasis on user guidance, on conveying 
the design of the personal firewall application, on the principle of least 
privilege and on implications of default settings would greatly enhance 
both usability and security of personal firewalls. 

1 Introduction 

In times where roaming users connect their laptops to a variety of public, pri
vate and corporate wireless or wired networks and in times where more and 
more computers are always online, host-based firewalls implemented in soft
ware, called personal firewalls, have become an important part of the security 
armour of a personal computer. Typcially, personal firewalls control both incom
ing network connections—to defeat unsolicited connection a t tempts and host 
explorations—and outgoing network connections—^to contain network viruses 
and spyware and to thwart distributed denial of service attacks by zombie ma
chines. 

Most of the time, a personal firewall runs silently in the background, but 
at times, it alerts its unsuspecting user of ominous, security-critical events and 
demands instant attention and an instant decision. This is the moment where 
security and usability meet. If the user, at this moment, does not take in the 
alert message, the firewall ends up with an ad-hoc configuration tha t the user 
will rarely take time to revise and which may be more dangerous than no firewall 
at all because of the user's false sense of security. 

From this anecdotal scenario, one can identify a number of security and 
usability issues tha t make personal firewalls special and interesting to study: 
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- Personal firewalls target end users that are not security experts, yet 
- the effective security of personal firewalls depends to a great extent on the 

correctness and level of detail of a lay user decision. 
- At decision time, the lay user is typically busy with other tasks. 
- A wrong decision by the user can compromise the user's privacy and com

puter. 

However, if personal firewalls can address these difficult issues successfully, 
they could potentially serve as guiding examples of how to warn and inform user 
of security events, and, consequentially, also of how to explain security features 
to lay users. Therefore we have conducted a usability study of personal firewalls 
that takes the pulse of applications that must unite security and usability under 
the rather adverse conditions described above. 

We have studied the following 13 personal firewalls for the Windows XP plat
form: BlacklCE PC Protection 3.6, Comodo Personal Firewall 2.0, F-Secure 
Internet Security 2006 6.13-90, LavaSoft Personal Firewall 1.0, McAfee Per
sonal Firewall Plus 7.0, Microsoft Windows Firewall (SP2), NetVeta Safety.Net 
3.61.0002, Norman Personal Firewall 1.42, Norton Personal Firewall 2006, Sun
belt Kerio Personal Firewall 4.3.268.0, Tiny Desktop Firewall 2005 (6.5.126) 
(gone out of business in autumn 2006) and the free and professional versions of 
ZoneAlarm 6.1.744.001. According to the firewall portal f irewallguide.com, 
these arc the most popular personal firewalls for the Windows platform that are 
either available for free or as time-limited but full-featured evaluation versions. 

2 Method 

For the evaluation, we have defined two common use cases that typically require 
user interaction with the firewall, namely (1) setting up an application so that 
it has access to the Internet and (2) setting up a server on the local host 
so that it accepts incoming connections from exactly one host. We have also 
evaluated firewall behaviour for the misuse cases of port scanning and replacing 
a legitimate, network-allowed application with another application. 

The evaluation method is the method of cognitive walkthrough [llj. Cogni
tive walkthrough means that the evaluator uses the program as prescribed by 
use and misuse cases and notes usability problems as they arise. 

During the cognitive walkthrough, we have paid special attention to user 
guidance, user help and whether the created firewall rule grants the minimally 
necessary set of permissions. The firewall design with its default settings and 
user guidance features are the focus of this work, rather than the meticulous 
listing of each and every usability problem encountered. 

3 Use cases 

In this section we describe the findings from performing the tasks of enabling 
an application to access hosts on the Internet and to set up a server that can 
receive connections from only one host. 
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Fig. 1. Alerts for outgoing connections ranging from very technical (left) to non
technical (right), from no help (left) to full help (right). 

Detailed results from our study with screensliots and additional information 
on the firewalls' installation process, help system and log viewing capabilities 
can be found at w w w . i d a . l i u . s e / ~ i i s l a b / p r o j e c t s / f i r e w a l l - c o m p a r i s o n . 

3.1 Al lowing outgoing connect ions 

Setup A personal firewall should only allow trusted applications to access the 
network. WinSCP (winscp .ne t ) is a small application for connecting to SCP 
(secure copy protocol) or SFTP (secure file transfer protocol) servers. We used 
WinSCP to connect to a host. If necessary, we responded to the alerts of the 
firewall. In an alert window, we would follow the path of least resistance, choos
ing those answers that the interface suggested or, if no default indicated, we 
would choose the seemingly securest answer. 

Findings 9 of 13 firewalls pop up an alert when WinSCP tries to open a net
work connection to the SCP server to ask the user whether to allow the network 
connection or not. In the alert—some example alerts are shown in figure 1— 
, the user can typically choose between allowing and denying the connection 
and whether to remember this setting for this application i.e. to automatically 
create a rule for this application (Comodo, F-Sccure, Zone.Alarms). Some fire
walls offer a greater variety of user choices. Answer alternatives for all examined 
firewall products are shown in table 1. 

However, there are four firewall products (BlacklCE, W'in XP, Norton, Sun
belt) tha t by installation default allow any outgoing connection, either silently 
(BlacklCE, Win XP, Sunbelt) or with an unobtrusive float alert informing the 
user (Norton). By design, the Windows XP firewall does not monitor outgo
ing connections. However, as all other firewall products do this, one wonders 
how many users assume that the Windows XP firewall does so, too, and feel 
protected even though there is no protection. 

http://winscp.net
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The same request and what would seem to be the same user answer may 
result in the creation of very different rules. Some firewalls, often those aimed 
at technical users (LavaSoft, Norman, Tiny), create rather tight rules. Other 
firewalls, often those aimed at lay users, create a rule that gives full permission to 
the application to initiate (F-Secure, Sunbelt, Zone Alarms) and sometimes even 
to hsten for socket connections (BlacklCE, Comodo, McAfee) and, still worse, 
to also accept connections (NetVeda, Norton's suggestion in manual mode). 

3.2 Al lowing software t o receive incoming requests 

Setup A firewall should not allow any host to connect to a local server. We 
tested this by running the Cerberus F T P (file transfer protocol) Server, and 
trying to set up the firewall so that Cerberus could accept connections and 
F T P commands from only one, named host. 

Findings From the overview presented in table 2, one can roughly identify 
four ways of handling server applications and incoming traffic to them. 

1. Some firewalls generate alerts when applications start listening for connections. 
By default, this is done by Comodo, F-Secure, the Zone Alarms and Norton. In a 
default installation Norton does not alert but announces with a float that it has 
learnt that the FTP server is listening. 

2. Those firewalls that do alert when an application starts listening, often also al
low any host to connect as a default behaviour. The user decision to allow an 
application to listen also implies for these applications the permission to let any 
host connect. However, Net Veda, without showing a specific listen alert, also al
lows connection by any host. This comes from the peculiarity of the Cerberus 
server that it first does a DNS lookup. This lookup is caught by Net Veda and if 
allowed by the user, who only sees this as a simple outgoing connection, implies 
full permissions for Cerberus, i.e. not only to connect out, but also to listen for 
and accept connections from any host. 

3. Firewalls that silently drop incoming connections to open ports are BlacklCE, Co
modo, McAfee and Sunbelt. For users that rarely interact with their firewall it 
may be unclear why clients cannot connect since the firewall usually runs silently 
in the background. In misuse cases, this is good; but when the user cannot deter
mine why an authorised client cannot connect, the firewall has become a hinder 
for the user's primary task of setting up an FTP server. 

4. The fourth strategy is to generate an alert for incoming connection attempts. Nor
man alerts upon connection attempts to any port. If the computer is exposed to 
port scanning, the user is swamped by alerts. By default, LavaSoft and Tiny alert 
upon a connection attempt to an open port. From this alert, the user can create a 
fine-grained rule. The Windows XP firewall normally alerts upon connection at
tempts to open ports but Cerberus modifies the XP firewall rules so that Cerberus 
is trusted by the firewall and no alert is caused. That an application can modify 
firewall rules and grant itself additional permissions renders the firewall useless. 
However, all Windows applications that run from an administrator account can 
change firewall rules if only they know where and for which product. 

Application-specific rules that restrict which host can connect on which port 
can be set up with LavaSoft, Norman, Norton, Sunbelt, Tiny and Zone Alarm 
Pro. The other firewalls have coarser rule granularity, the worst case being to 
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either fully trust or distrust an application (free ZoneAlarm). Table 3 contains 
the details of the possible rule granularities. 

We found that the most usable and most secure way to achieve the goal of 
setting up an FTP server and letting only one host connect to it, is presented 
by LavaSoft, Norman, Sunbelt and Tiny. These firewalls display an alert if an 
FTP client tries to connect, and from this alert, it is possible to directly create 
a fine-grained rule. Of these four firewalls, Tiny creates the tightest rule with 
the least amount of user interaction. 

User guidance for this task was nonexistent in many firewall products. By 
'nonexistent' we mean that to find out how to allow the connection and only 
from one host, one had to either resort to exploring the firewall interface or 
to reading the documentation—all this under the assumption that the user 
would understand that it was the firewall that caused the problem! However, 
all firewalls that prompted for an incoming connection attempt showed good 
guidance by allowing the set-up of fine-grained rules from the alert. 

4 Information in alerts 

When the user is confronted with an alert from the firewall, there is often a 
surprising lack of information and guidance from the software. The user typi
cally needs to know how dangerous the current situation is and what he or she 
should do. 

Of the 9 firewalls that show an alert, the alerts of two firewalls (NetVeda 
and Tiny) do not contain the product name or the word 'firewall', thus leaving 
the user clueless as to which application caused the message. 

Firewalls spend little effort on classifying and explaining the severity of 
an alert. Of those 12 firewalls that can be made to raise alerts, only three 
(Comodo, F-Secure, Norton in manual mode) attempt to classify the severity. 
Comodo shows a slider, F-Secure some generic text under the heading "Is this 
dangerous?" (see figure 1); Norton classifies the risk as low, medium and high. 
The other firewalls identify whether it is an incoming or outgoing connection 
by way of colour coding, symbols or text in the window but do not indicate 
whether this particular connection attempt is dangerous. 

Astonishingly, no firewall attempts to explain the port number to the user 
other than possibly translating the port number into a—for many people— 
equally cryptic service name such as '22' to 'ssli' and '80' to 'littp', but with 
no explanation whether 'ssh' or 'http' are potentially dangerous services or are 
to be expected from an application. Only Norton in manual mode makes a dis
tinction in response alternatives if the outgoing connection is a DNS connection 
for resolving host names. 

Also the host name is not readily available in alerts that display that infor
mation, even though we entered the host name for the SSH connection using 
a name, not an IP address. This makes it practically impossible for a user to 
verify whether the application is connecting to the desired host or not. 

The firewalls Comodo, LavaSoft, Net Veda and Sunbelt do not provide ac
cess to any help from the alert (Tiny provides some limited help). If details are 
given in the alert, these are often technical such as paths, IP addresses, protocols 
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and/or ports. Other firewalls keep technical details deliberately away from users 
(F-Secure, McAfee, Win XP for incoming, Norton in learning mode). User guid
ance is usually available in the form of online help and context-sensitive help 
(not in Net Veda, Comodo only partially, Tiny accesses online help over the 
Internet and has limited context-sensitive help). Some firewalls (BlacklCE, es
pecially McAfee) use guiding or explanatory texts in windows and alerts so that 
the user finds the necessary information without consulting the help system. 

5 Misuse cases 

We created two misuse cases to test the default reaction of the firewall. It was 
not our purpose to seriously test the security solution of the firewall, but to 
see the firewall's presentation of the situation to the user. In-depth security 
testing of personal firewalls with tools such as grc . com is documented on e.g. 
f irewallguide.com and we refer to that site for more details on possible secu
rity flaws in the blocking behaviour of firewalls. 

5.1 Stealth 

Setup: A personal firewall should block connection attempts to all ports unless 
stated otherwise by a firewall rule. To test how the firewalls reacted to incoming 
packets, we used Netcat (netcat . sourcef orge.net) . For the basic tests we ran 
sequential port scans on the low port ranges. In this test, we were interested in 
the default behaviour for unsolicited incoming connection attempts. 

Findings By default, 12 of the 13 firewall products block all closed ports. 
Of the 12, only Norman shows prompts on every connection attempt. With 
Norman, this behaviour is difficult to change. One is either prompted for every
thing or for nothing, or one must create rules. Other firewalls can be configured 
to alert on certain types of incoming traffic. Upon port scanning, LavaSoft and 
Sunbelt blocked our attacking host. Tiny is the only firewall that failed to block 
incoming connection attempts by default because it had automatically put all 
network interface cards (NIC) in its so-called "safe zone", where port blocking 
is not default behaviour. Had it correctly placed the NICs in the Internet zone, 
port blocking would have been the default. 

5.2 Fooling the firewall 

Setup: Firewalls that base their security rules on trusted software are vulnerable 
to malicious programs that masquerade as trusted software. We replaced a 
legitimate firefox.exe with a renamed version of winscp.exe, making sure that 
no firewall rules for WinSCP existed and that Firefox was allowed to connect 
to the Internet. 

Findings Only the Sunbelt Kerio firewall was fooled by this simple mas
querading attempt. Norton and Tiny show the spoofed Firefox as a new appli
cation, thus they do not recognise (or verbalise clearly) that they have a rule for 
the genuine Firefox application. The remaining 10 firewalls detect that Firefox 
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has changed and show a special alert saying tha t a program which has changed 
is trying to access the network. 

User guidance in this issue is very difficult and not handled satisfactorily. 
Users of Norton and Tiny could easily believe tha t the Firefox rules had some
how gone amiss and must be reset. Users of other firewalls are faced with an 
alert that announces the change but still could easily believe tha t Firefox was 
updated and tha t the rule must be reconfirmed. 

6 Summary and recommendations 

In this section, we highlight findings, suggest products for certain user groups 
as shown in table 3 and present recommendations that would render firewalls 
more usable and secure. 

Some firewalls—Comodo, LavaSoft, Net Veda, Norman, Sunbelt—target tech
nical users that are not deterred by IP and port numbers in alert windows. Of 
these firewalls. Tiny is the one that guides the technical user to the strictest 
rule with least overhead and also allows additional, advanced application mon
itoring. 

Some firewalls—F-Secure, McAfee, Norton, ZoneAlarm—are part of a prod
uct suite and specifically target users with little or no knowledge about network 
security. Their drawback is that they do not always support the possibility of 
fine-grained rules and may only be partially of interest for risk-taking Internet 
users. 

This evaluation has shown that there are many different design alternatives 
and default settings for personal firewalls. One clean design is shown by the 
LavaSoft and Tiny firewalls. They alert on outgoing connections as well as on 
incoming connection at tempts to open ports. They do not alert when a service 
starts listening as this is not security-critical in their design. From an alert, they 
guide the user through the creation of a fine-grained rule (LavaSoft) or create 
a tight rule by default (Tiny) and thus achieve tight security. 

There are a number of guidelines, e.g. [8, 4, 16], which deal with security 
and usability. Also more traditional usability guidelines such as [11,13, lOj must 
be considered. For the firewall domain we could identify the following specific 
issues that should be addressed for increased usability and security. 

- Firewalls must make themselves more visible. This can be achieved through the an
imation of their logo in the system tray (as shown by Sunbelt and ZoneAlarm). But 
it may also mean showing small informative floating windows close to the system 
tray indicating certain actions of the firewall that did not trigger user interaction 
and displaying the firewall name and logo in every alert that it creates. 

- Encourage learning. Firewalls spend very little effort in teaching users about net
work security All firewalls could be made to show IP address and port; som ê trans
late the port number into a service name. But no firewall tries to explain the specific 
service or shows the host name together with the IP address. 

- Give the user a chance to revise a hasty decision later. Users that are busy with 
a primary task take security chances to get the primary task done. However, they 
may need a reminder, maybe by using a floating window or bubble, of their security 
settings. 
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- Prefer handling security decisions at once. In order to set up tight rules or set up 
the Cerberus server, some firewalls require their users to access the firewall main 
interface. This is a burden to the workflow of the user and should be avoided if 
possible. 

- Enforce least privilege wherever possible. The firewalls of Tiny and LavaSoft show 
that fine-grained rule set-up is feasible without much user burden. 

- Indicate severity, indicate what to do and show the created rule. In an alert, users 
need to know how dangerous the attempted action is, what they can and should 
do, and receive feedback as to which rule was actually created by the firewall. 

7 Related work 

While usability evaluations of security applications abound—e-mail software 
with encryption [14, 5j, Internet banking [6, 12J, Internet Explorer [IJ, Outlook 
Express [3], setting up security policies for Java applications [7]— the evalu
ations that fit best into our context are two previous evaluations of firewalls. 
Johnston and others [8J have evaluated the first version of the Windows XP fire
wall and arrive at specific usability issues that may deter users from building 
trust in the firewall. The authors believed that the following version, roughly 
the version that we had in our test, would remedy many of the problems they 
had identified, but the XP firewall still does not rate high on our evaluation. 
Professional firewall products for network administrators also exhibit usability 
problems [15j. Technical terms are not explained and terms such as ' inbound' 
and 'outbound' can be used in confusing ways—we found such a mix-up in Co-
modo and Norman. In fact, if the target user is a security professional, usability 
issues may be even more neglected by designers than if the target user is a 
security novice [2J. 

Plenty of firewall reviews can be found online, e.g. through the portal 
f i r e w a l l g u i d e . c o m . However, many of these are only short reviews, test the 
firewall for security only using the e.g. web-based firewall tests like ShieldsUp 
( g r c . com) or other automated tools or ask their audience for ratings. A vulner
ability test for firewalls is described in [9J. 

8 Conclusion 

In this article, we have presented the evaluation of 13 free and commercial per
sonal firewall products. We have evaluated the products by means of a cognitive 
walkthrough of the use cases of allowing a local application to access the network 
and setting up a local server and allowing it to receive connections from only 
one host. Two misuse cases—port scanning and replacing a legitimate version 
of an application with a faked one—showed how the firewalls react to potential 
attack situations. 

A winning firewall could not be identified; all firewalls had one or more 
shortcomings. Personal firewalls are generally good at protecting ports of the 
local host from unsolicited connection at tempts from the Internet. However, 
they are generally poor at informing users and creating security awareness. 

http://firewallguide.com
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More than half of the evaluated firewalls do not support the set-up of truly 
fine-grained rules. 

If a user switches between firewall products, she cannot anticipate what the 
default behaviour and its security implications will be. User guidance could 
remedy this but firewalls spend little effort on conveying their design, default 
settings or concepts of network security to their users. We conclude tha t this 
failure is a notable obstacle to usable and secure personal firewalls. 
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